AxxonSoft Logistics
Security Solutions
The logistics terminal is central to any freight forwarder’s
operations, as the hub where all cargo is handled and dispatched.
It can also be a bottleneck facility that slows or even bogs down
upstream and downstream business processes if managed
inefficiently. Deploy the Intellect PSIM to manage core terminal
processes the smart way. Harness the powers of video monitoring
(VMS), license plate recognition (ANPR/LPS), access control (ACS),
fire and security (FSA) and time and attendance systems while
handling cargo and dispatching, loading and unloading trucks,
rail cars and containers.
Automate
logistics with
AxxonSoft

Save time
and money
Integrate ACS /
Time and Attendance
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Verify transport
permits at the gate
Weigh cargo /
transport

Inspect cargo at
the loading bay
Fight asset loss

Manage alerts

Save time and money

Inspect cargo at the loading bay

Our system is designed to efficiently manage and save enterprise resources for maximum security. The Intellect PSIM brings key security features together in one place:

All loading and unloading of cargo is thoroughly monitored and reviewed. The barcode scanner reads the
UPC and alerts operators of any ambiguity or missing cargo. You can show the customer their cargo
story on video — from terminal entrance to exit. The
video footage is synced with the ACS and Time and
Attendance systems. With a few clicks, you can find
out who did what with your cargo.

•

On-the-go automatic recog- •
nition of license plate numbers and rail car IDs.

•

Access control at gates,
boom barriers, turnstiles,
and other access points.

Video monitoring of
•
loading and unloading,
product weight and
quantity (based on UPC •
and QR), and in-warehouse movements.

Automated weighin check for cargo
and transport.
Forensic search
for investigations.

Verify transport permits at the gate
At the gate, the system reads transport and container IDs. Then it checks records in
the ACS database. If the numbers are on the whitelist, the gate opens. If the numbers
don’t match up or blacklisted, security staff step in.
The same standard procedure is repeated each time at every access point. To ensure asset safety, cameras capture how containers look when they arrive. If damage is
noted at some point, you can investigate video footage to analyze the cause and take
corrective action.

Fight asset loss
Arguably, the most common problem is making sure hoppers and tank cars are properly loaded with products such as coal or gasoline. In this regard, our customers often
encounter dishonesty and fraud among operators, who enter the wrong number when
weighing a car and then steal part of the load. There is no way to later track down these
violations manually. Intellect PSIM offers a solution to this problem with automated car
number recognition at the time of weighing and simultaneous video recording of the
loading process. The car is moved onto a special weighing station, where its number
is recognized and the loader begins pouring the product, such as coal. Cameras are
focused both on the car number and on the car content from above, in order to record
the level that the car was filled to. Since industrial sites load hundreds of cars a day, if
a half-filled car is discovered, it is practically impossible to trace whether the car was
initially not filled completely or whether part of the load disappeared after the car left
the weighing station. When this process is automated, you can check the car number
and immediately find the video of loading it to see when the violation occurred.
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Manage alerts
With FSA integration, you can quickly respond
to alarm events. The operator can control all the
sensors, events and alerts in the Intellect window.
You can easily configure the system to respond to
events. For example, a sensor triggers and you have
a PTZ camera focused on the spot. If a fire breaks
out, first responders are instantly alerted.

Integrate ACS / Time and Attendance
ACS is the backbone of the system for managing
access to your site and protecting assets. Intellect
integrates with almost any ACS and takes over the
control screen. Do you have multiple ACS from different vendors? Intellect takes them all! HR and
management get additional perks with Time and
Attendance integration — always know your visitor
count and on-the-job time for each employee.

Weigh cargo / transport
At the weigh-in station, the Intellect PSIM reads and
recognizes license plates. It also films the process
and syncs all data.

Case study
AxxonSoft solutions directly contribute
to your quality management system
and balance sheet. In addition to saving
time, Intellect also automates routine
tasks and minimizes the risk of costly
human errors.

The major Polish freight hauler
Balticon has deployed an AxxonSoftpowered security system at its central
warehouse. The new system has enabled
Balticon to slash truck idle time during
container pickup/delivery by nearly 50%
and save hundreds of man-hours.
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